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Abstract

Identifying posts of high financial quality from
opinions is of extraordinary significance for
investors. Hence, this paper focuses on evaluat-
ing the rationales of amateur investors (ERAI)
in a shared task, and we present our solutions.
The pairwise comparison task aims at extract-
ing the post that will trigger higher MPP and
ML values from pairs of posts. The goal of
the unsupervised ranking task is to find the top
10% of posts with higher MPP and ML values.
We initially model the shared task as text clas-
sification and regression problems. We then
propose a multi-learning approach applied by
financial domain pre-trained models and mul-
tiple linear classifiers for factor combinations
to integrate better relationships and informa-
tion between training data. The official results
have proved that our method achieves 48.28%
and 52.87% for MPP and ML accuracy on pair-
wise tasks, 14.02% and -4.17% regarding unsu-
pervised ranking tasks for MPP and ML. Our
source code is available1.

1 Introduction

The fast-growing financial social media has be-
come a mainstream information source for in-
vestors. They prefer to follow high quality view-
points with persuasive rationales. However, brows-
ing numerous and noisy posts is time-consuming
and inefficient. Therefore, automatically identify-
ing high quality posts in the financial field is vital.
FinNLP workshop of EMNLP-2022 (Chen et al.,
2022) publishes a shared task regarding the above
problem focusing on evaluating the rationales of
amateur investors. There are two sub-tasks: pair-
wise comparison and unsupervised ranking for on-
line posts. The posts are all from the financial
social platforms of Chinese. Regarding sub-task1,
we are asked to select high financial quality posts
from pairs of posts. Regarding sub-task2, all given

1Source code: https://github.com/Zhaoxuanqin/EMNLP-
competition

posts are required to rank by their potential finan-
cial quality. As evaluation, it is difficult to assess
the quality of a post directly. Therefore, we propose
and utilize the maximum possible profit (MPP) and
the maximum loss (ML) in a certain period (Chen
et al., 2021a) as the evaluation metric of opinion
quality.

Several recent findings evaluate user-generated
social media content, such as posts, tweets, and
blogs, by NLP technology. Chen et al. (2021b)
explores using AI models for detecting financial
fine-grained sentiment tendencies. They proved the
importance of mining the premises and evaluating
the rationales of a financial opinion. Moreover, Pa-
tel and Ezeife (2021) investigated that Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers (Bert)
(Devlin et al., 2018) is an advanced deep learning
model for fine-grained aspect-based opinion min-
ing on social media posts. Besides, many natural
language processing (NLP) technologies have been
widely used to analyze financial-related domain
information, for instance, stock price prediction
(Mehtab and Sen, 2019) and financial sentiment
analysis (Sohangir et al., 2018).

In our work, we leverage several pre-trained lan-
guage models (PLM) for two tasks, roughly de-
scribed as (1) Posts classification: Comparing fi-
nancial quality for two given posts. (2) Posts rank-
ing: Ranking all the test posts by the financial
quality and selecting the top 10% of posts. We
propose two strategies which are financial domain
pre-training and multi-task learning. We are mainly
concerned with shared word embedding learning
through extracting financial semantic information
on a large financial corpus for the pre-training pro-
cess. Financial embedding would give precise and
helpful semantic information for models in order
to settle downstream financial tasks. Also, we in-
troduce a multi-task learning approach that com-
bines regression and classification tasks. In ad-
dition, multi-task learning can make good use of
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the relationship between tasks. Specifically, we
combine our models with multiple linear classifiers
regarding both tasks and optimize the models by
joint weighted loss calculation.

At last, we introduce our methodology and solve
the task as follows. Section 2 elaborates on the
ERAI shared task and the datasets for sub-tasks
Pairwise Comparison and Unsupervised Ranking.
We introduce our methodology and models in Sec-
tion 3 and present the experimental setup and offi-
cial results in Section 4. Finally, We conclude our
work in the final Section 5.

2 Datasets

We conduct experiments on two different datasets
corresponding to two sub-tasks.

2.1 ERAI-Dataset-Pairwise

ERAI-Dataset-pairwise train dataset comprises 200
pairs of Chinese posts and their English translation
version. Each piece of data includes 10 rows: Chi-
nese post1 text, Chinese post2 text, English post1
text, English post2 text, post1 MPP value, post2
MPP value, post1 ML value, post2 ML value, MPP
label, and ML label. MPP and ML labels repre-
sent the comparison result of MPP and ML values.
For the MPP and ML values comparison settings,
MPP Label "1" : "MPP1" < "MPP2"; MPP La-
bel "0": "MPP1" > "MPP2" , on the other hand,
ML Label "1": "ML1" < "ML2"; ML Label "0":
"ML1" > "ML2". (Chen et al., 2021a). ERAI-
Dataset-pairwise test dataset has 87 pieces data
and identical settings with the train dataset except
without the MPP and ML labels.

2.2 ERAI-Dataset-Unsupervised

The ERAI-Dataset-unsupervised dataset contains
210 Chinese rational posts and their English trans-
lation version without actual MPP and ML values.
Our target is to rank all the posts by their potential
MPP values and ML values, then select the top 10%
of posts that will lead to higher MPP and lower ML.

MPP labels 1 labels 0
109 97

ML labels 1 labels 0
105 91

Table 1: ERAI-Dataset-pairwise labels distribution

Figure 1: Our multi-learning process is composed of
two modules. (a) text classification by the output of
linear classifiers after [CLS] token from PLM. (b) text
regression by the output of shared linear classifiers from
the input post1 and post2 averaged sentence embedding.
Two modules are trained together in the PLM, while
they do not share the same linear classifiers in different
tasks.

3 Method

3.1 In-domain Pre-training
In recent works, the pre-training of language mod-
els on specialized domains has been illustrated
to have advantages for NLP downstream tasks.
(Alsentzer et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2020). We
compare three financial domain pre-training mod-
els to extract financial features that can improve the
performance of the deep learning model.
Fin-Bert: We utilize Fin-Bert model (Yang et al.,
2020), which is pre-trained on massive financial
domain communication corpora including 4.9 bil-
lion tokens.
Sec-Bert-Shape: We also fin-tune Sec-Bert-Shape
model (Loukas et al., 2022), which pre-trained
on financial domain corpus on both tasks of our
original dataset. The Sec-Bert-Shape model also
trained word embedding by ’[SHAPE]’ pseudo-
tokens. The English version datasets are applied to
the models for extracting a financial representation
Astock: For Chinese models, We apply the Chinese
financial domain adapted pre-trained RoBERTa
model called Astock from Zou et al. (2022) on
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the Chinese financial news corpus .

3.2 Sub-task 1: ERAI Pairwise Comparison
Multi-task learning is explored for the task because
the original dataset contains not only MPP and ML
labels for text classification but specific MPP and
ML values for text regression. Our proposed multi-
task learning method is to classify the given post1
and post2 over MPP and ML labels. We consider
this process a combination of text classification and
a text regression task. Figure 1 illustrates the over-
all architecture of our multi-learning models. We
add linear classifiers to process the [CLS] token em-
bedding output from PLM, and shared linear clas-
sifiers to process the averaged post1 and post2 sen-
tence embedding output from PLM. Specifically,
the model is jointly optimized by the binary cross
entropy loss and mean squared error text classi-
fication and regression. Furthermore, losses are
weighted from those double tasks because there
is a significant numerical difference, and it is es-
sential to balance the losses. The formula 1 and
formula 2 show how MSE loss and BCE loss are
calculated where ŷi represents the predicted labels
and yi represents the ground truth labels.

ℓmse =
1

N

N∑

i=1

(yi − ŷi)
2 (1)

ℓbce = −(yi · log(ŷi)+ (1− yi) · log(1− ŷi)) (2)

The final loss we apply is composed of the
weighted MSE loss and BCE loss, shown in the
formula 3 below.

ℓtotal = (1− ω) · ℓbce + ω · (ℓmpp
mse + ℓml

mse) (3)

As the total loss function ( ℓtotal) defined, the learn-
ing loss function is modeled as the summation
of weighted BCE loss (ℓbce) of classification and
weighted MSE loss (ℓmse) for MPP and ML of re-
gression. Specifically, The modeled MSE loss func-
tion consists of MPP and ML because the model
can output MPP and ML values together in regres-
sion tasks. On the other hand, BCE loss is calcu-
lated by MPP and ML label together, so there is no
need to sum the sub-BCE loss of MPP and ML.

3.3 ERAI Unsupervised Ranking
As sub-task2, there is no ground truth label for
the posts in ERAI unsupervised dataset, so we use
ERAI-Dataset-pairwise as the train and validation
dataset on which we perform our experiment. This

task requires a text regression task, and the model
receives one sentence as input. Therefore, we sepa-
rately trained the models which can output a single
MPP or ML value. The PLM last hidden layer
[CLS] token embedding is taken as the input of a
one-dimension linear classifier to obtain predicted
labels.

4 Experimental Setup and Evaluation

4.1 Evaluation Metric
All our experiments for both tasks use different
evaluation metrics, where accuracy for the sub-
task1 and averaged top 10% ranked values for the
sub-task2 (Chen et al., 2021a). Accuracy deter-
mines how close the predicted labels are to their
true labels:

Accuracy =
1

nsample

nsample∑

i=1

1(ŷi = yi) (4)

where ŷi is the predicted values in our samples with
their true labels yi.
In sub-task2, we use the average MPP value of
the sorted top 10% to evaluate the model where
a higher average MPP or a lower ML refers to
better model performance. The evaluation metric
is shown in the formula 5:

Averaged Rank =
1

ntop

ntop∑

i=1

yi (5)

where yi represents ith sample in the final MPP or
ML rank list.

4.2 Experimental Details
We implement our approach with PyTorch 1.12.1 .
We train all models for 30 epochs and choose the
best model with the validation set. We use a batch
size of 16, a maximum sequence length of 256, and
a dropout probability of 0.1. For the optimizers,
we utilize AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017)
with a learning rate of 2e-6.

4.3 Experimental Evaluation
We split the original ERAI pairwise train dataset
into 80% for the new train dataset and 20% for the
validation dataset. For both task1 and task2, we
select four models which are Chinese base Bert
(Devlin et al., 2018), Astock (Zou et al., 2022),
Fin-Bert (Yang et al., 2020), and Sec-Bert-Shape
(Loukas et al., 2022) respectively.
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4.4 Experimental and Official results

We report the accuracy and mean rank based on
five runs with different seeds for the above method.
The averaged results of those 5 runs are shown in
Table 2 and Table 3. As sub-task1, Table 2 has
shown all the experimental performances on our
validation dataset, which can be seen that Chinese
Bert reaches a relatively high accuracy compared
with the other three pre-trained models, which
are 63.75% and 63% for MPP and ML prediction
respectively. Astock and Sec-Bert-Shape perform
best on MPP and ML values rank, respectively,
with predicted averaged top 10% MPP 5.08%
against true averaged top 10% MPP 9.04%, and
predicted averaged top 10% ML -11.30% against
true averaged top 10% ML -7.5%. We apply
Chinese Bert, Astock, and Sec-Bert-Shape to the
official test datasets.

Models MPP ML
Chinese-Bert 63.75% 63%
Fin-Bert 61% 54.20%
Sec-Bert-Shape 52.75% 59.30%
Astock 59.3% 60.25%

Table 2: MPP and ML accuracy

Models MPP ML
Chinese-Bert 3.94% -12.05%
Fin-Bert 3.48% -12.63%
Sec-Bert-Shape 3.30% -11.30%
Astock 5.08% -11.57%

Table 3: Average MPP and ML of Top 10% Posts

Our official results of submitted files are shown
in Table 4. Our team achieves 48.28% and 52.87%
regarding MPP accuracy and ML accuracy. As sub-
task2, we report 14.02% and -4.17% over averaged
top 10% MPP and ML values.

pairwise sub-task 1 accuracy
team name MPP ML
aimi-1 48.28% 52.87%

pairwise sub-task 2 averaged values
team name MPP ML
aimi-1 14.02% -4.17%

Table 4: Official results

5 Conclusion

This paper describes a multi-task learning approach
based on financial domain PLM for dealing with
pairwise comparison and unsupervised ranking de-
rived from rationales of amateur investors dataset.
We demonstrate that joint loss optimization based
on PLM can achieve competitive results. We also
observed that Chinese-based PLM performs better
than English-based PLM because the English trans-
lation cannot accurately express the exact meaning
represented by the original Chinese version. For
the results regarding both tasks, our models obtain
an accuracy of 48.28% and 52.87% for MPP and
ML labels in the first task. Besides, our second task
achieves 14.02% and -4.17% for MPP and ML in
the second task.

6 Limitations

There exist additional limitations in the current
methods based on our method. Firstly, the Pre-
trained Sec-Bert-Shape model tends to capture ad-
vanced representations of numerical tokens, while
numerical token rarely appears in original datasets
based on our observation. Secondly, we can not
provide an efficient data augmentation method for
a limited original dataset. The limitation of data
may bring an overfitting problem for leading to an
inferior result.
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